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Brief summary

❑ This study estimates and compares the cost of cash and debit cards in 52 countries. It distinguishes a

comprehensive set of resource (operating) and private (fees) costs for both consumers and retailers.

❑ The results show that the unit cost of debit cards is 2.8 times larger than the cost of cash globally.

❑ The biggest share of the cost of cash for consumers corresponds to ATM fees (92.21%), mostly to ATM own

fees although foreign fees are also quite relevant.

❑ As for retailers, cash in transit and other infrastructure and operation represent 67.25% of the unit costs while

opportunity cost of time per transaction weight 23.14%.

❑ The results are in line with international public/independent studies suggesting cash remains the cheapest

payment instrument for small denomination transactions.

❑ The study also shows that ATM revenues exceed ATM costs at banks, suggesting that the idea that cash is

subsidized by banks is merely a myth.
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Preliminary considerations

❑ The study focuses on the two main ends of the market (consumers and retailers). Other agents 
(commercial banks, central banks, government) are left out of the sample due to data availability 
and simplicity purposes.

❑ By focusing on consumers and merchants, any social costs estimated refer to these two agents and do 
not include any net social costs imposed by (or to) other agents. This allows us to compare exactly the 
costs bear by consumers and merchants and to reflect some important sources of costs imposed by 
other agents (in particular, fees).

❑ Estimating/identifying some cost items require to make some assumptions. All of our assumptions are 
motivated or validated by common practices in some previous well-known studies. However, given 
that our main benchmark is cash, we take a cautious approach: any time there is a choice between 
different criteria regarding cash, we take the one that looks less convenient (more costly) for cash. 
By following this approach we assume that the estimated cost of cash may come out slightly larger 
than the “true” cost of cash but we avoid downward biases in the estimation of the cost of cash.
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Contributions

❑ To our knowledge, this is the first study to consider a comprehensive range of cost items for a large global 

sample.

❑ The study provides a measure of the global unit cost of cash compared to the global unit cost of debit 

cards for consumers and merchants and several combined breakdowns by:

❑ Geographic area (Europe, North America, Central and South America, Asia-Pacific and Africa)

❑ Country

❑ Individual cost items

❑ Resource costs vs. private costs (fees)

❑ The study also offers a measure of the economic impact of the cost of the payment instruments, as a ratio 

of each country GDP.

❑ Estimations on the change in unit cost with transaction size

❑ We also provide evidence that cash is not subsidized by banks as they obtain more revenues that cost 

from ATM cash distribution.
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Methodology

Time reference: estimations correspond to 2017

We follow an additive approach:

❑ Identify the main cost items of cash and debit cards for consumers and retailers. 19 different cost 
components are considered.

❑ Go to the original sources to extract the information (e.g. public statements and memos of banks in a 
given country to compute the average fees).

❑ Aggregate the cost components distinguishing resource costs (operating cost to execute/process the 
payments) and private costs (incurred fees).

❑ Add the different sources to compute a unit cost (of cash/debit card) in percentage. 

10



1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Methodology (cont’d)
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Methodology (cont’d)

Cost of cash for consumers

❑ ATM own fee: fee paid for withdrawing money at an ATM of the own bank

❑ ATM foreign fee: fee paid for withdrawing money at an ATM of another bank different from the one issuing 
the card

❑ Cashback: explicit or implicit fee (if any) for cashback services 

❑ ATM shoe-leather/Time: opportunity/time cost of obtaining cash for payment purposes and time of paying with 
cash

❑ Security, fraud: robbery, cash lost, counterfeit

[NOTE: More details on the computation/estimation of the cost items are provided in the methodological appendix]
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Methodology (cont’d)

Cost of cash for retailers

❑ Cash in transit: fees paid for cash in transit services

❑ Float: opportunity cost (non-generating interest) of the time the money is "stored" before being 
processed or deposited at a bank

❑ Time per transaction: waiting time cost for retailers (efficiency, queuing) of paying with cash

❑ Security, fraud: robbery, cash lost, counterfeit

❑ Infrastructure / Operational: managing cost of the payment instrument (processing, storing)

[NOTE: More details on the computation/estimation of the cost items are provided in the methodological appendix]
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Methodology (cont’d)

Cost of debit cards for consumers

❑ Annual fee: explicit or implicit (bundled) fee (if any) paid by cardholders

❑ Surcharge: overprice imposed by merchants for paying with debit cards rather than cash

❑ Time per transaction: waiting time cost for consumers of paying with debit cards

❑ Security, fraud: robbery, fraud

[NOTE: More details on the computation/estimation of the cost items are provided in the methodological appendix]
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Methodology (cont’d)

Cost of debit cards for retailers

❑ Merchant discount fee: fee charged by the acquiring bank (providing the POS device/service)

❑ Time per transaction: waiting time cost for retailers (efficiency, queuing) of paying with debit cards

❑ Infrastructure / Operational: managing cost of the payment instrument (processing, storing)

❑ Float: opportunity cost (non-interest generating) of the time the money is "stored" before being processed or 
deposited at a bank

❑ Security, fraud: robbery, fraud

[NOTE: More details on the computation/estimation of the cost items are provided in the methodological appendix]
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Methodology (cont’d)

Important issues addressed in this study 

(more details in the methodological appendix)

❑ Some prices involve implicit fees. Some payment services are only apparently free but they are part of 
a bundle of services that do involve a fee.

❑ Shoe-leather cost of cash are measured following a cash-management model (see methodological 
appendix). Other estimations based on “observed time”provide incorrect figures as they ignore 
consumers are able to manage time efficiently and minimize the number of times of going to an ATM.

❑ Changes in regulation are important drivers of the cost of payment instrument. We have considered the 
relevant regulatory issues in play by 2017 (e.g. no-surcharge rules, regulated fees).
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Outreach: Five geographic areas
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1. Aims, methodology and outreach

Outreach (cont’d): 52 countries

EUROPE: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia; Finland, 
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Malta, 
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, 
Switzerland, Norway

NORTH AMERICA: United States, Canada

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA: Brazil, Mexico, Colombia, Chile, Argentina

ASIA-PACIFIC: Australia, Japan, India, China, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, South Korea, 
Russia, South Africa, Nigeria, Egypt, Morocco, Zambia, Mozambique 
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations

Chart 1. Global unit cost of cash vs. debit cards

❑ Globally, the cost of debit cards

is 2.8 times larger than the cost

of cash.

❑ Given that the average global

retail transaction is 59 dollars, this

would imply:

❑ A cost of cash of 0.54

dollars per transaction

❑ A cost of debit cards of

1.52 dollars per

transaction.
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations

Chart 2. Global unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by geographic area

❑ There is significant variation

across geographic areas but in all

of them cash if found to be

cheaper than debit cards.

❑ The area with the lowest unit cost

of cash is Asia Pacific (0.699%)

and the location with the largest

cost of cash is North America

(1.786%). In the case of debit

cards, the lowest cost is found in

Central & South America

(1.512%) and the largest in North

America (4.861%).
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations

Chart 3. Global unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by consumers and retailers

❑ The breakdown by consumers and retailers suggests most of the cost is borne by

retailers. In the case of cash, merchants bear 56.14% of the cost. As for debit cards,

54.7% of the costs are assumed by retailers.
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations

Chart 4. Cost of cash for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

❑ The largest share of the cost of

cash for consumers corresponds to

ATM fees (92.21%), mostly to

ATM own fees although foreign

fees are also quite relevant.

❑ Travel (shoe-leather) costs account

for 4.52% of the costs and

security and fraud 3.08%.
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations

Chart 5. Cost of cash for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

❑ In the case of retailers, the cost

sources are more diversified. Cash

in transit and other infrastructure

and operation costs are 67.25%,

and the opportunity cost of time

per transaction 23.14%.

❑ Although efficiency in cash

inventory management has

improved over the years, float still

represents 7.37% of total costs of

cash for retailers.
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations

Chart 6. Cost of debit cards for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

❑ The annual fee explains a large

share of the cost of debit cards

for consumers. Particularly, when

not only implicit but also explicit

fees (cards included in a bundle

of current account services) are

considered.

❑ The opportunity cost of time

accounts for almost ¼ of the costs.Annual fee 
70.48% 

Surcharge 
4.77% 

Time per 
transaction 

23.14% 

Security, 
fraud 

1.61% 
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations

Chart 7. Cost of debit cards for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

❑ In the case of retailers, despite of

the generalized reduction in

merchant fees in many

jurisdictions, discount fees still

represent most of the cost of debit

cards for them.

❑ Opportunity costs of time

represent 16.19% of the debit

card cost for merchants.
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Chart 8. Cost of cash and debit cards for consumers and retailers. Breakdown by 
resource costs and fees

❑ Overall, the costs of cash and

debit cards are mostly driven

by fees.

❑ The largest proportion of fee

costs correspond to the cost of

cash for consumers (92%)

which suggest handling cash is

relatively costless if only

operating costs are

considered. The higher weight

of resource costs are those of

cash for retailers (28%).
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations

Chart 9. Global map cost of cash

❑ Overall, there seems

to be two geographic

clusters regarding the

cost of cash: a low-to-

medium cost cluster in

Europe, Africa and

Asia-Pacific and a

medium-to-high cost

cluster in North

America and Central

& South America.
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2. Cost of cash vs. debit cards: 

international estimations

Chart 10. Global map cost of debit cards

❑ In the case of debit 

cards the identification 

of cost clusters is more 

complex as they are 

quite mixed 

geographically.

❑ The costs are 

comparatively high in 

countries like the United 

Sates or Russia.
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Chart 11. Europe: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards

❑ Unit cost in Europe are in line with

the global average, although the

differences between instruments

are a more acute in Europe, with

those of debit cards being 3.1

times larger than the costs of cash.

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Europe
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Chart 12. Europe: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by country

❑ Among European countries (including

UK, Switzerland and Norway) the

lowest cost of cash is found in Austria

(0.450%) and the largest in Ireland

(2.570%), one of the few countries in

our sample where it exceeds the cost of

debit cards.

❑ As for debit cards, the highest figure in

Europe corresponds to Poland (4.614%)

and the smallest to Bulgaria (1.257%).

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Europe
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Char 13. Europe: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by consumers and retailers

❑ Distribution of costs between consumers and retailers is similar to that of the average global sample. Merchants assume a

bigger share of total cash costs (59,1%) and of the debit card costs (53,9%).

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Europe
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Chart 14. Europe: cost of cash for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

❑ In Europe, fees overwhelmingly

concentrate the cost of cash for

consumers (96,22%) and travel costs

only account for 1.77% of the total.

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Europe
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Chart 15. Europe: Cost of cash for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Europe

❑ In the case of retailers, the weight of

the cost of cash in transit on total costs

are lower in Europe (57.38%) than in

the global average while time per

transaction (36.35%) is larger.
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Chart 16. Europe: Cost of debit cards for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

Annual fee 
66.61% Surcharge 

4.74% 

Time per 
transaction 

27.68% 

Security, 
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0.96% 

Europe: cost of debit  
cards for consumers 

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Europe

❑ Annual fees represent a lower share

of the total cost in Europe than

globally but they still account for 2/3

of total costs. Opportunity cost of time

is also significant, being over ¼ of

total costs.
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Chart 17. Europe: Cost of debit cards for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Europe

❑ Pan-European initiatives to reduce

interchange and merchant fees seem to

explain the relatively lower share of

discount fees on total debit card

merchant costs in Europe (compared to

the global average) although they still

represent 73.08%.

❑ Time opportunity costs are ¼ of the

costs.
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Chart 18. Europe: Cost of cash and debit cards for consumers and retailers. 
Breakdown by resource costs and fees

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Europe

❑ In Europe, fees explain most of the

cost of cash and debit cards for

consumers and retailers. In the case of

costs of cash for retailers resource

costs (41%) and fees (59%) are more

balanced.
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Chart 19. North America: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards

❑ North America is a peculiar case

in the analysis as it shows both a

high cost of cash and, in

particular, of debit cards, which is

2.7 times larger and the highest

among the five geographic areas

considered.

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

North America
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Chart 20. North America: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by country

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

North America

❑ The unit cost of debit cards is

particularly high in the United

States (6.057%) while the cost of

cash (1.859%) is similar to that of

Canada (1.711%).
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Chart 21. North America: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by consumers and retailers

❑ Most of the cost of cash is borne by consumers, which is an exception within the global sample. The cost of debit

cards is higher for merchants (2.582%) but still similar to that of consumers (2.279%).

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

North America
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Chart 22. North America: cost of cash for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

North America

❑ In North America, the weight of the fees

is higher than in other jurisdictions.

❑ ATM own and foreign fees represent

98.01% of the cost of cash for

consumers.
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North America: cost of 
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Chart 23. North America: Cost of cash for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

North America

❑ The distribution of the cost of cash for

retailers are more equally distributed

between cash in transit (48.28%) and

time per transaction (48.07%).

❑ Infrastructure and security/fraud barely

account for 3% of total costs.
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Chart 24. North America: Cost of debit cards for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

North America

❑ In the case of debit cards, annual fees

are also relevant (69.24%) although

the opportunity cost of time is also

significant (27.85%).

❑ It is worth noting that surcharge shows

one of the lowest weightings on the cost

of debit for consumers in the case of

North America (2.19%).
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Chart 25. North America: Cost of debit cards for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

❑ Merchant discount fees are are also the

most relevant ingredient of the cost of

debit cards for retailers in North

America (71.44%). Together with the

opportunity costs of time, they explain

98.73% of the costs.

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

North America
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Chart 26. North America: Cost of cash and debit cards for consumers and 
retailers. Breakdown by resource costs and fees

❑ The chart illustrates how relevant fees

are in explaining the costs of cash for

consumers in North America (99%).

❑ Other costs are more equally

distributed, as those of cash for

retailers (49% corresponding to fees

and 51% to resource costs).

❑ As for debit cards, 71% of the costs

correspond to resources/operating

items for both consumers and merchants

.

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

North America
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50Chart 27. Central & South America: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Central & South America

❑ Central & South America is a

heterogeneous area.

❑ As in the case of North America, the unit

cost of cash and debit cards is high

although the differences between them

are a bit smaller, with the cost of debit

cards been 1.8 times larger.
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Chart 28. Central & South America: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by country

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Central & South America

❑ The costs in Mexico are similar to

those of the U.S. and show one of the

largest differences between cash

(0.863%) and debit cards (5.919%).

❑ Cash and debit card unit costs are

similar in Brazil, Chile and Argentina.

❑ However, in Colombia, the cost of

cash (2.234%, mostly due to fees)

are slightly larger than those of debit

cards (2.124%)
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Char 29. Central & South America: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by consumers and retailers

❑ In this area, both the cost of cash and debit cards are mostly assumed by consumers. Fees are significant for a

number of services and security and services costs are amongst the largest in the sample.

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Central & South America
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Chart 30. Central and South America: cost of cash for consumers. Breakdown by 
cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Central & South America

❑ ATM fees are large and, in this case,

the size and incidence of foreign fees

are particularly high compared to

other locations.

❑ Shoe-leather costs also high due to

distance and population density in

some locations.ATM own fee 
49.61% ATM 

foreign fee 
36.43% 

Security, 
fraud  

3.31% 

ATM shoe-
leather  
10.65% Cashback 

0.00% 

Central & South America: cost of 
 cash for  consumers 
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Chart 31. Central and South America: Cost of cash for retailers. Breakdown by 
cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Central & South America

❑ Cash in transit (59.13%) is the most

relevant cost of cash for consumers but

security issues are also important

(14.89%) in Central & South America.

❑ Float (16.74%) is also a considerable

source of cost due to both larger interest

rates and lower efficiency in cash

inventory management by retailers.
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Chart 32. Central & South America: Cost of debit cards for consumers. Breakdown 
by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Central & South America

❑ Annual fees are ¾ of the costs of

debit cards for consumers in Central

& South America.

❑ Again, security and fraud is

particularly important in this

geographic area.
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Chart 33. Central & South America: Cost of debit cards for retailers. Breakdown by 
cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Central & South America

❑ As in other locations, merchant

discount fees (71.44%) are the most

important debit card cost item for

retailers.

❑ The size of the opportunity payment

time cost (27.29%) is similar to other

areas.
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Chart 34. Central & South America: Cost of cash and debit cards for consumers and 
retailers. Breakdown by resource costs and fees

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Central & South America

❑ Fees are key to understand the cost

structure of payments in Central &

South America for both consumers

and retailers and for both cash and

debit cards. The weigh of fees on unit

costs ranges between 71% and 86%.
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Chart 35. Asia-Pacific: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Asia-Pacific

❑ This is the largest and more heterogeneous

area considered in this study.

❑ On average costs look similar to that of

Europe. Unit cost of debit cards are 2.6

times larger than those of cash.
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Chart 36. Asia-Pacific: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by country

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Asia-Pacific

❑ The contrast between cash and debit

card costs is specially noticeable in

the case of Russia (0.812% vs.

5.273%).

❑ The unit cost of both payment

instruments in China are reduced

(around 2.3% for both cash and

cards).

❑ Cost of cash is slightly larger than the

cost of debit cards in China and Hong

Kong.
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Char 37. Asia-Pacific: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by consumers and retailers

❑ Retailers bear most of the costs of cash (64.7%) and debit cards (58.12%) in the

Asia-Pacific region.

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Asia-Pacific
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Chart 38. Asia-Pacific: cost of cash for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Asia-Pacific
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Asia-Pacific: cost of 
 cash for  consumers 

❑ ATM fees exhibit the higher share of

the cost of cash for consumers

(89.40%).

❑ Shoe-leather (travelling) costs have a

higher weight in Asia-Pacific (9.34%)

compared to other regions.
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Chart 39. Asia-Pacific: Cost of cash for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Asia-Pacific

❑ The proportion of costs represented

by cash in transit is 85.12% in the

case of the cost of cash of retailers.

❑ Other relevant costs are float and

opportunity (time) costs (13.77%).
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Chart 40. Asia-Pacific: Cost of debit cards for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Asia-Pacific

❑ Annual fees vary significantly across

Asia-Pacific countries (see detailed

annex by country) but on average

they represent almost 2/3 of all costs

of debit cards for consumers.
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Chart 41. Asia-Pacific: Cost of debit cards for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Asia-Pacific

❑ The Asia-Pacific region is –together

with Africa- the location where

merchant discount fees

overwhelmingly concentrate debit

card costs for retailers.
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Chart 42. Asia-Pacific: Cost of cash and debit cards for consumers and retailers. 
Breakdown by resource costs and fees

3. Breakdown by geographic area: 

Asia-Pacific

❑ Consistently across consumers and

retailers, most of the costs are fees

(from 79% to 91%). Resource costs

are only over 20% of total costs in

the case of debit cards for consumers.
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68Chart 43. Africa: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Africa
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❑ Africa envisions substantial changes in

the structure of payment systems and

some factors such as distance and

economic development play a crucial

role in the continent.

❑ On average, both the cost of cash

and debit cash are reduced

compared to global average

although the later is 2.1 times higher

than the former.
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Chart 44. Africa: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by country

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Africa

❑ The cost of debit cards is larger than

that of cash in all the African

countries considered.

❑ The lowest cost of cash is observed in

Nigeria (0.417%) and the largest in

Zambia (1.507%).

❑ Debit card unit cost is 2.464% in

Egypt while only 0.849% in Nigeria.
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Char 45. Africa: unit cost of cash vs. debit cards. Breakdown by consumers and retailers

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Africa

❑ As in other regions, African retailers assume most of the cost of cash and debit cards. Differences are

particularly important for debit cards, where retailers assume 3.3 times more costs than consumers.
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Chart 46. Africa: cost of cash for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Africa
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❑ ATM fees represent the largest share

of cost of cash for consumers

(68.78%). However, travelling costs

(29.86%) are very relevant in the

African countries.
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Chart 47. Africa: Cost of cash for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Africa

❑ 2/3 of the cost of cash for retailers

correspond to cash in transit.

❑ Float also incorporates a substantial

share of costs (28.38%) as there

seems to be room for efficiency

improvement in cash inventory

management by African retailers.
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Chart 48. Africa: Cost of debit cards for consumers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Africa

❑ Annual fees concentrate most of the

costs of debit cards for consumers

(86.56%) while surcharge also shows

a high weight (7.69%) compared to

other regions.
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Chart 49. Africa: Cost of debit cards for retailers. Breakdown by cost item

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Africa

❑ As it happens in other areas where

there is still room for reduction in

merchant discount fees, they

represent most of the costs of debit

cards for African retailers (93.09%).
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Chart 50. Africa: Cost of cash and debit cards for consumers and retailers. 
Breakdown by resource costs and fees

3. Breakdown by geographic area: Africa

❑ Fees explain more than 93% of the

costs of cash and debit cards for

African consumers and retailers. A

relative exception is cost of cash for

consumers where travel costs make

the share or resource costs reach

31% of the total.
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After surveying academic, central bank and industry studies, there are two general observations and trends that 
need to be reconciled:

❑ Cash is consistently found to be a cheaper and mostly preferred payment method for transactions of a 
relatively small size.

❑ Policies and opinions suggesting the need to substitute cash payments for other electronic payment 
methods.    

Preview of our conclusions for this section:

❑ Cash persistence is not only related to (old) habits but also to a number of convenience and cost 
advantages. This view is shared by recent studies from independent public and international 
bodies on the subject.

❑ Cash can live together in the payment system with other non-cash instruments. Contactless 
payments is the closest attempt to provide some electronic alternative to cash for small-size 
payments but, according to most studies, it does no meet (up to date) the necessary attributes to 
substitute cash.
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Examples of stylized myths not supported by data/studies:

❑ MYTH: Cash incorporate substantial travel costs and it is inefficient.

Evidence: cash is cheaper in most cases than other alternatives except for payments of a high amount. 
Studies suggesting travel (shoe-leather) costs are high are based on wrong assumptions. Modern cash 
management models reduce the amount of those costs to a significant extent.

❑ MYTH: Cash will be substituted as long as modern and faster payments are introduced.

Evidence: Bills and coins continue to increase as a percentage of GDP in countries where strong regulatory 
and policy incentives are introduced to favour other electronic payment methods, including contactless 
devices.

❑ MYTH: Fraud and robbery are mostly connected to cash payments while other electronic alternatives do not 
share this problem.

Evidence: debit and credit card fraud continue to grow. Attempts from contactless alternatives to substitute 
cash involved lower security standards and also incorporate robbery and fraud risk (e.g. no PIN required 
for small transactions with contactless devices). Simple regulatory measures (as limiting cash payments over 
certain amounts or augmenting disclosing requirements) can also do the job for more secure and 
transparent cash payments.
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Recent evidence from independent studies:
❑ European Commission: Survey on merchants' costs of processing cash and card payments ---- Final 

results, March 2015. Main conclusion: 

“Although decreasing year by year, the average value of  a card transaction remains significantly higher than 
that of  cash, potentially reflecting different usage preferences of  consumers, and therefore an imperfect 
substitution between the two payment means – at least in the short or medium term.”

(…)

“Firstly, if one compares the marginal cost of cash with the cost of the same transaction executed with a debit 
card or a credit card without the multilateral interchange fee (MIF) cost component it appears that the current 
costs of cash exceed the cost of card per transaction. However if the MIF cost component is included, it 
appears that the current costs of  cards exceed the cost of  cash per transaction; therefore, whenever a 
consumer decides to use a card instead of cash to make a payment, on average the merchants surveyed suffer 
a negative externality due to the excessive MIF level. That means that the merchants in the sample would be 
better-off, on average, if the transactions currently executed with card were carried out by cash.”
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Recent evidence from independent studies (cont’d): 

❑ Conclusions after the conference “The future of retail payments: opportunities and challenges A joint conference of the 
European Central Bank and the Oesterreichische Nationalbank 12-13 May 2011)

“Research work in this field has concluded that payments behaviour differs considerably across cultures and countries. In fact, a marked persistence of 
traditional payment habits can be observed across European countries. Despite the relatively high cost of cash when it comes to payments above a 
certain threshold, cash continues to be used extensively for day-today payments at the physical point-of-sale. One reason why the use of cash is high in 
some countries is the budget monitoring and memory feature of cash. Further country evidence shows that other factors also play an important role in 
consumers’ payment decisions, i.e. speed, merchant acceptance and low transaction specific fees. Empirical evidence shows that debit and credit cards 
are used for higher-value transactions because of perceived safety, record keeping, rewards and the possibility of delaying the settlement of the 
payment.”

❑ “Where Cash is King: The Second Participant in the Consumer to Business Payments Study” Payments Research Analyst Payments 
Studies Group The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, 2014. Main conclusion: 

“Cash still holds the most prominent position in some retailing sectors of the economy where convenience or necessity makes it the payment type of 
choice. Despite the undeniable growth in electronic payments and stark evidence that checks continue to lose ground, cash remains doggedly resilient, 
both at this entity and in the wider economy. Furthermore, as long as there are pockets of underserved communities or even growing numbers of 
marginalized individuals, as reported in the latest survey on underserved households by the FDIC, operating on the fringes of the formal banking 
system, cash will remain important. Though the discount merchant is a small fraction of the retail market, the cash intensive nature of the value-focused 
sector gives great insights into some of the factors that continue to drive cash usage.  
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Recent evidence from 

independent studies (cont’d): 

❑ Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Study  No. 

14-5. “Costs and Benefits of Building Faster 

Payment Systems: The U.K. Experience and 

Implications for the United States”

“If speed is measured by the time it takes for money to change 

hands, then cash is a fast payment mechanism. However, the 

existence of counterfeit notes and the risk of theft make cash 

a poor choice for large-value transactions. Moreover, if 

speed is measured as the time it takes to transfer money from 

one account to another, cash is a slow payment instrument. 

Two trips to the ATM (or some combination of ATM, bank 

teller, check cashing store, cash-back at retail, etc.) are 

required.”          
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This study shows the persistence of cash even when some 

intense policy actions (like the Faster Payment Initiative or 

FPS, in the UK) are applied. The graph shows how 

persistent cash remained in the UK after this initiative.



Recent evidence from independent studies (cont’d): 

❑ The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) has surveyed several international experiences. The  Committee on Payment and 
Settlement Systems Innovations in retail payments shows some conclusions in the Report of May 2012: 

“During the past few decades, card payments in particular have led to a shift from cash to cashless payments. Ongoing innovations in retail payments 
have tended to further reduce the market share of cash, especially in small denominations, and may further affect the use of cash and the role of 
central banks and other authorities in issuing cash. Several central banks consider the potential impact of some innovations to be high. However, as 
cash is used mainly for small-value transactions, especially in proximity and P2P payments, substantial substitutive effects can only be expected for 
innovations that target these areas. Most innovations reported in the fact-finding have so far had only a low market impact, and thus the impact on 
cash is likely to be limited

(…)

“Experience in Japan, as a comparatively well developed market for electronic money, suggests that the significant growth in electronic money-based 
payments in the last decade has had no substantial impact on coins and banknotes. An empirical study – Y Kitamura, M Oomori and K Nishida, “The 
effects of electronic money on money demand: time series analysis”, Global COE Hi-Stat Discussion Paper Series, no 114, Institute of Economic 
Research, Hitotsubashi University, 2010 – shows that electronic money in Japan has only been substituted for small-value coins, while its impact on the 
overall demand for coins is minimal. This might also be explained by the fact that scope for using electronic money is still limited, and thus consumers 
need to hold both cash and electronic money.”    
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Recent evidence from independent studies (cont’d): 

❑ In Canada, various revision of the Bank of Canada’s 2009 Methods-of-Payment survey lead the the same conclusion. The report 

by Arango et al (2014), see references list in the annex) concludes:

“In the survey, about 6,800 participants completed a questionnaire with detailed information regarding their personal finances, as well as their use 

and perceptions of different payment methods. In addition, about 3,500 participants completed a 3-day diary recording information on each 

transaction, including the value and the payment instrument chosen. One of the main findings from the diaries is that, even though debit and credit 

cards account for close to 80 per cent of all transactions in terms of total value, cash is still the predominant payment method in terms of volume, 

accounting for 54 per cent of all transactions. Using the payment records from the diaries, the authors estimate a simple model of choice between cash 

and other payment methods. The results suggest that the main reasons why cash is still a popular payment instrument in Canada, especially for small-

value transactions, are its wide acceptance among merchants, high ease of use or speed, low handling costs, simplicity as a tool to control spending, and 

anonymity.”
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Our estimations on the change in cost with transaction size and the economic 

impact. Previous considerations:

❑ Our data seem to support the conclusions from previous studies on the persistence of cash and, on top of that, 

offers wide international evidence.

❑ We also compute how the unit cost of cash changes with transaction size compared to the unit cost of debit 

cards (as a non-cash benchmark).

❑ We also estimate the economic impact of the results by presenting the cost of cash and debit cards as a 

percentage of GDP. This provides a measure of the economic impact but it is not as easy to interpret as unit. The 

main reason is that the use of cash is very high in many jurisdictions and this could make the cost estimations look 

larger than those that rely on unit costs.
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Chart 51. Estimation of the change in unit cost of payment instruments with 
transaction size

Our estimations on the change 

in cost with transaction size 

and the economic impact 

(cont’d)

❑ On average, cash remains the 

cheapest payment instrument for 

most of the transaction sizes. Only 

over 200 dollars debit cards 

seem cheaper than cash.
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Chart 52. Economic impact of the cost of payment instruments. Cost over GDP
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❑ The average global cost of  

cash/GDP is 0.114% compared to 
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happens even if  the average cost 

of  cash is affected by larger cash 

transaction size in many countries.
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Another myth in the cash world is that cash is subsidized. The “cash subsidy” 

process would work as described below:

However, this view ignores several aspects of the cash cycle as well as the true 

distribution of these costs and benefits in, at least, two dimensions:

- Central banks assume the cost of producing cash but they have seigniorage benefits across 

almost all the bills and coins denominations.

- Banks are distributing cash with a (positive) margin
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cash 
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distribution



A. Central banks assume the cost of  producing cash but they have seigniorage benefits 

across almost all the bills and coins denominations

❑ The maths are simple. Central banks (governments in some cases) obtain benefits any time the 

face value of the bills and coins they issue exceeds their production costs. Additionally, this 

issuance also produces interest or is backed with interest bearing assets given by the private banks 

in exchange for the bills and coins.

❑ There are exceptions for some small denomination coins where seignorage could have a negative 

value. However, there are other implicit benefits of using the smaller-denomination coins (inflation 

control, efficiency in payment transactions). This is, for example, the view of the European 

Commission regarding the 1 and 2 cents euro coins (more social benefits than costs): https://eur-

lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52013DC0281&from=et
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❑ The cost origination happens at central banks, as they bear the cost of 

producing the bills and coins (printing and replacement).

❑ From that point onwards in the cash-cycle, other stakeholders bear the other 

costs and benefits. However, if we take the strong assumption that 

consumers are fully subsidized on the original cost of producing cash by 

central banks (and also taking the strong assumption that this subsidy is 

maintained through the cash cycle) we could then re-estimate the cash cost 

figures by assigning customers the full cost of producing cash.
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❑ In any event, if 

we fully assign 

the cost of cash 

production to 

consumers 

(printing and 

replacement 

costs), cash 

remains cheaper 

than cards 

globally:
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Chart 53. Unit cost of cash for consumers incorporating cash production costs (%)



B. Banks are distributing cash with a margin

❑ Our database allows us to measure the 
average cost of ATM withdrawals per 
transaction for consumers. This is the 
revenue banks obtain for distributing 
cash. 

❑ We can also estimate the average cost 
of cash distribution by banks. This 
includes the cash-in transit cost for 
banks plus ATM maintenance.

❑ If we compare these figures, we find 
out that the cost of cash distribution by 
banks is smaller than the ATM revenue 
that they obtain. Therefore, they operate 
with a margin in ATM cash 
withdrawals.
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❑ This study analyses the cost of cash compared to debit cards in 52 countries. It identifies and estimates the 
resource (operating) and private (fees) costs to determine the total social cost of both payment instruments 
for both consumers and retailers. 

❑ The study provides a breakdown by geographic area (Europe, North America, Central and South America, 
Asia-Pacific and Africa), country, individual cost items, and compares resource costs vs. private costs (fees).

❑ The results show that the unit cost of debit cards is 2.8 times larger than the cost of cash globally. 

❑ It also shows there is significant variation across geographic areas but in all of them cash is found to be 
cheaper than debit cards (with very few exceptions a a country level). The area with the lowest unit cost 
of cash is Asia Pacific (0.699%) and the location with the largest cost of cash is North America 
(1.786%). In the case of debit cards, the lowest cost is found in Central and South America (1.512%) 
and the largest in North America (4.861%).

❑ Importantly, it is shown that banks distribute cash through ATMs with a margin (ATM cash distribution 
revenues are larger than costs). 
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❑ Most of the cost is borne by retailers. In the case of cash, they assume 56.14% of the cost and 54.7% in the case of 
debit cards.

❑ The biggest share of the cost of cash for consumers corresponds to ATM fees (92.21%), mostly to ATM own fees 
although foreign fees are also quite relevant. Travel (shoe-leather) costs account for 4.52% of the costs and security 
and fraud 3.08%.

❑ As for retailers, cash in transit and other infrastructure and operation represent 67.25% of the unit costs while 
opportunity cost of time per transaction weight 23.14%. In spite of improvements in efficiency in cash management 
over the years, float still represents 7.37% of total costs of cash for retailers.

❑ The annual fee explains the largest of the cost of debit cards for consumers, in particular when not only implicit but 
also explicit fees (cards included in a bundle of current account services) are considered.

❑ In the case of retailers, the merchant discount fees account for most of the cost of debit cards (81.59%) for them. 
Opportunity costs of time represent 16.19% of the debit card cost for merchants, which is important given that cash 
is a relatively faster payment method for them.
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❑ Overall, most of the costs of cash and debit cards are fees. In the case of cash, fees (mostly imposed by banks) 
represent 92% of the costs. The higher weight of resource costs are those of cash for retailers (28%).

❑ Geographically, Europe, Africa and Asia-Pacific seem to be low-to-medium cash cost areas while the unit cost of 
cash seems to be larger in North America and Central & South America. In the case of debit cards it is more difficult 
to identity comparable geographic regions. The costs of debit cards are quite high in countries like the United Sates 
or Russia.

❑ As for the changes in the estimation with transaction size, cash remains the cheapest payment instrument for 
most of the standard transaction sizes. Only over 200 dollars debit cards seem cheaper than cash.

❑ In terms of the economic impact, the average global cost of cash/GDP is 0.114% compared to 0.252% of debit 
cards. 

❑ The results are in line with international public/independent studies suggesting cash remains the cheapest 
payment instrument for small denomination transactions and that this seems to explain the persistence of coins 
and bills over GDP in most countries, including those that incorporate more aggressive policies to promote non-
cash payments. 
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Methodological appendix

Steps to estimate the cost items

Timing: the reference year is 2017. If the information available corresponds to an earlier year, an 
appropriate time trend is applied to update it to 2017 (using the known over time evolution for a 
given country of a similar one).

The additive approach:

❑ Identify the main cost items of cash and debit cards for consumers and retailers. 19 different cost 
components are considered: 5 for the cost of cash for consumers, five for the cost of cash for retailers, 4 
for the cost of debit cards for consumers and 5 for the cost of cash for retailers.

❑ A basic reference is the total value of ATM and retail transactions as well as the per transaction volumes. 
This info is mostly obtained from the World Bank Database and complemented (for countries not 
covered) with the Red Book of the Bank for International Settlements, the ECB Bluebook of Payments 
and/or information from national central banks.
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Methodological appendix

Steps to estimate the cost items (cont’d)

❑ We aggregate the cost components distinguishing resource costs (operating cost to execute/process the payments) and 
private costs (incurred fees). We are aware that some of the private costs for consumers and merchants and private benefits 
for other agents in the payment system (banks, cash in transit companies, government) but we do not follow a cost benefit 
analysis for two reasons: i) there is no homogeneous information available to consider all agents in the payment system; ii) 
our analysis focuses on end users that mostly bear the fees.

❑ We add the different sources to compute a unit cost (of cash/debit card) in percentage. 

❑ We also provide estimates on the total cost of cash and debit cards over GDP. To do so, we use the total amount of ATM 
and retail transactions and compute the total cost for the country. We then divide that figure on the country’s nominal GDP.

❑ The so-called “global unit costs” are computed as a weighted average of the figures for each country using the total value 
of transactions as a weighting factor. The same procedure is followed to compute the figures for each geographic area 
(Europe, North America, Central & South America, Asia-Pacific and Africa).

❑ Some of the cost items are computed/obtained/available as per transaction costs but they are transformed into unit costs to 
be added to the unit cost of cash or debit cards.
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Methodological appendix

Computation/estimation by item

Cost of cash for consumers

❑ ATM own fee: fee paid for withdrawing money at an ATM of the own bank. The information is obtained from the average value of 
the fee charged by the largest five banks in the country. The info can be generally found in the ‘fees and tariffs’report of the bank. 
Some ATM fees only apply beyond a certain transaction size. We look at average transaction size to calibrate the impact of this 
type of fees.

❑ ATM foreign fee: fee paid for withdrawing money at an ATM of another bank different from the one issuing the card. The 
information is obtained from the average value of the fee charged by the largest five banks in the country. The info can be 
generally found in the ‘fees and tariffs’report of the bank.  The foreign fee applies only in those cases when the consumer 
withdraws cash from ATMs of other banks rather than his own bank. We assume that these foreign fees apply to 10% of the 
transaction while ATM own fees apply to 90% of the transactions.

❑ Cashback: it is the explicit or implicit fee (if any) for cashback services. In some countries when cashback is available at stores 
(mainly supermarkets) there is no fee for cashback but it implicitly reduces the average amount of cash withdrawn from ATMs. The 
unit cost (in $) in the USA is 1.2% (flat fee on cashback imposed by the Durbin amendment) on an average cashback transaction of 
24$. Cashback fee is 0 in Ireland since 2015 and in the UK and Australia cashback mostly do not carry a fee. However, there is 
some (marginal on absolute terms but still accountable) fee for cash advances with credit cards in some shops (mostly supermarkets). 
We should have in mind, however, that some banks offer cashback as a reward on the purchases with debit cards although those 
debit cards often incorporate a debit fee (we do not account for this cost as we already account for debit fees. 
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Computation/estimation by item 

Cost of cash for consumers (cont’d)

❑ ATM shoe-leather/Time: opportunity/time cost of obtaining cash for payment purposes and time 
of paying with cash. In the past, some studies have employed the so-called "direct observation" 
approach to estimate travel (shoe-leather) costs. More recently, this approach has been largely 
criticized as it ignores that consumers minimize distant to ATMs in different ways and 
withdrawing money is not the sole purpose of a trip in many occasions. More importantly, 
consumers increase the amount of money withdrawn to minimize travelling costs. The main 
alternative to estimate the cost is the so-called “cash management approach”. Under this 
approach, transaction costs per withdrawal are calculated in accordance with the equation 
below (see, for example, Segendorf & Jansson, 2012):

b = (Y . r) / 2n2

where Y = value of the monthly cash payments, r = opportunity cost rate, n = number of  
withdrawals per month. The transaction cost for withdrawal are essentially time costs from shoe 
leather costs. Interest on deposits are obtained from IMF and World Bank Data. 
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Computation/estimation by item 

Cost of cash for consumers (cont’d)

❑ Security, fraud: robbery, cash lost, counterfeit: different studies for the US (looking at robbery and 

assaults involving cash holdings by consumers) suggest this affect 0.25% of the ATM transaction amount. 

We scale the US figure (0.25%) for different countries depending on their robbery/assault rates 

compared to the US (source: International Crime Statistics, Interpol).
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Computation/estimation by item

Cost of cash for retailers

❑ Cash in transit: fees paid for cash in transit services. Prosegur has provided figures on the amount invoiced to retailers as

a percentage of total transacted volume. For other countries, we have obtained information from anecdotal sources 

(mostly, unit cost of these services at supermarkets from their memo reports, central bank studies on the components of 

costs). For other countries, we have assumed fees are in line with those of countries of similar geographic area but we 

have re-scale them  to take into account country size (GDP), average population density and delinquency rates.

❑ Float: opportunity cost (non-interest generating) of the time the money is "stored" before being processed or deposited 

at a bank. Results from different studies (US, Canada and EU) show a cost of cash float of $0,003 to $0,006. 

Differences are explained mostly by the amount of the transactions. We consider an average float cost per transaction 

of $0,004 for cash in the US. Differences across countries vary depending on the opportunity interest cost of deposits. 
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Computation/estimation by item

Cost of cash for retailers (cont’d)

❑ Time per transaction: waiting time cost for retailers (efficiency, queuing) of paying with cash. A number of studies have consistently 
show that the payment time of cash is the shorter among payment instruments. Consistently, most experiments and studies conducted 
in the US have shown that the opportunity time cost of paying with cash of retailers is around 0.15% of the transaction. This cost 
includes opportunity cost of (operating) resources employed during that time. We assume that those costs vary depending on the 
economic wealth of each country (that will determine the magnitude of the opportunity costs). Therefore, for each country we scale 
the baseline figure (0.15%) using the average monthly earnings in a given country compared to those of the US (source: 
International Labour Organization).

❑ Security, fraud: robbery, cash lost, counterfeit: different studies for the US (looking at robbery and cash lost in stores) suggest this 
affect 0.20% of the transaction amount. We scale the US figure (0.20%) for different countries depending on their 
robbery/assault rates compared to the US (source: International Crime Statistics, Interpol).

❑ Infrastructure / Operational: managing cost of the payment instrument (processing, storing): we have surveyed a number of studies 
identifying (with little variation) an average infrastructure cost of managing cash for retailers (in-house) of 1% of the total 
transaction amount. We assume the those costs may vary depending on the economic wealth of each country (that will determine 
the magnitude of the operating costs). Therefore, for each country we scale the baseline figure (1%) depending on the average 
monthly earnings in a given country compared to those of the US (source: International Labour Organization).
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Computation/estimation by item

Cost of debit cards for consumers

❑ Annual fee: explicit or implicit (bundled) fee (if any) paid by cardholders. The information is obtained from the average 

value of the fee charged by the largest five banks in the country. The info can be generally found in the ‘fees and 

tariffs’report of the bank. The fee does not apply in some countries. However, in some others, there is an implicit fee. The 

main reason is that some banks offer In a bundle of account services that include debit cards. In those services, debit 

cards are the main transactional service. In these cases, we assign a conservative 20% of the total cost of the bundled 

account to debit cards.

❑ Surcharge: overprice imposed by merchants for paying with debit cards rather than cash. We consider whether the no-

surcharge rule is in play or lifted. Then, we estimate the proportion of such surcharges in travel agencies, restaurants and 

supermarkets (checking various Internet sites for each country). However, in some countries with a no-surcharge rule we 

also consider an implicit surcharge for debit cards when transactions are offered with a discount if paid in cash. This is 

difficult to estimate and, for consistency reasons, we do not include it. 
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Computation/estimation by item

Cost of debit cards for consumers (cont’d)

❑ Time per transaction: waiting time cost for consumers of paying with debit cards. Consistently, most experiments and 

studies conducted in the US have shown that the opportunity time cost of paying with debit cards for consumers is around 

0.26% of the transaction. This cost includes opportunity cost of the time employed. We assume the those costs may vary 

depending on the economic wealth of each country (that will determine the magnitude of the opportunity costs). 

Therefore, for each country we scale the baseline figure (0.26%) using the average monthly earnings in a given country 

compared to those of the US (source: International Labour Organization).

❑ Security, fraud: there are costs directly related to theft and identify fraud and skimming in the case of debit cards. 

Considering most international studies, we consider a cost of robbery for consumers is 0.10% for debit cards. Differences 

across countries vary depending on the incidence of robbery/theft (source: International Crime Statistics, Interpol).
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Computation/estimation by item

Cost of debit cards for retailers

❑ Merchant discount fee: fee charged by the acquiring bank (providing the POS device/service): we obtain the merchant fees 
directly from central bank information or from banks’ report information.

❑ Time per transaction: waiting time cost for retailers (efficiency, queuing) of paying with debit cards. Consistently, most experiments 
and studies conducted in the US have shown that the opportunity time cost of paying with debit cards for retailers is around 0.30% 
of the transaction. This cost includes opportunity cost of (operating) resources employed during that time. We assume that those 
costs may vary depending on the economic wealth of each country (that will determine the magnitude of the opportunity costs).
Therefore, for each country we scale the baseline figure (0.30%) using the average monthly earnings in a given country compared 
to those of the US (source: International Labour Organization).

❑ Infrastructure / Operational: managing cost of the payment instrument (processing, storing):we have surveyed a number of studies 
identifying (with little variation) an average infrastructure cost of managing debit cards for retailers (in-house) of 2,6% of the total 
transaction amount. We assume that those costs may vary depending on the economic wealth of each country (that will determine 
the magnitude of the operating costs). Therefore, for each country we scale the baseline figure (2,6%) depending on the average 
monthly earnings in a given country compared to those of the US (source: International Labour Organization).
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Computation/estimation by item

Cost of debit cards for retailers (cont’d)

❑ Float: opportunity cost (non-interest generating) of the period of time the money is "stored" before being processed or 

deposited at a bank. The results from different studies (US, Canada and EU) show an average float cost per transaction 

of $0.002 for debit cards in the US. Differences across countries vary depending on the opportunity interest cost of 

deposits compared to the US.

❑ Security, fraud: robbery, fraud: As for the cost of fraud at retailers, in the case of debit cards they are assumed by 

banks many times. However, there are costs directly related to theft and identity fraud and skimming in the case of debit 

cards. Considering most international studies, we consider a cost of robbery at retailers of 0.10% for debit cards. 

Differences across countries vary depending on the incidence of robbery/theft (source: International Crime Statistics, 

Interpol).
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